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Like it or not, the ebb and flow of consumer

demand for art already sluices through a

sieve of pixels, and the idea that collectors
will refuse to engage with the art market

unless they can physically inspect their

purchases is perhaps an oversimplification
of a complex buying process that involves
various technological interventions at

different stages in the consumer journey.

Virtual reality exhibitions, therefore, are not
replacing purse-sized magnifying glasses

and complimentary sparkling wine in a

Chelsea showroom. Rather, VR innovations

will merely alleviate hunched squints through

cracked iPhone screens and clumsy fingers
zoom-enhancing lnstagram posts.
The ideological viability of

remote-purchasing art is already well

proven, but the experience can stand to be

drastically improved by VR.
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As a trivial yet telling statistical comparison,
the 2018 Met Costume Institute exhibition,

Heavenly Bodies, brought in a record 1.6

million visitors... which sounds like a huge
figure until you consider that the red carpet
event for the exhibition's corresponding gala
achieved the same number of likes on
official Met social media accounts within its
first hour.5 Of course, it's easier to pull out
your phone than it is to commit to a
museum day trip. This admittedly ridiculous
metric of eyeballs-per-artwork isn't intended
to suggest an institutional revolution, or the
apocalyptic decline of museums and
galleries. Rather, it merely illustrates the raw
breadth of "reach" achievable online. Reach
builds awareness, and awareness builds
engagement, digital, physical, monetary,
and otherwise.
Even major art fairs, the industry's stalwart
bastions of interpersonal interactions, are
now rushing to implement new viewing room
technologies, and experiencing success, as
reported by a recent survey of results from
Frieze New York.6 In fact, recent research
demonstrates that visitor figures at
brick-and-mortar institutions are amplified,
and not cannibalized, by growing digital
content.7
It's no radical notion, therefore, that digital

experiences will soon mediate the vast

majority of art viewership. Museums like the

MET and the Guggenheim clearly understand
this principle, which is why they invested so

much time, money, and effort building out

their VR capabilities long before coronavirus
sent us scurrying indoors. What's strange,

and hard to comprehend, is that nonprofit

cultural organizations were faster to adopt
widespread VR than their commercial

counterparts.
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The Met 360 ° Project has been around since
2016, and will likely soon reflect a
comprehensive survey of the museum's
various departments. Christie's VR
showrooms, by comparison, though extant
since 2017, are still very much a growing
phenomenon. Christies made headlines last
month when four new auction walkthroughs
came online, indicating that the auction
sphere still has a ways to go before they
achieve full implementation of this
technology.8
By all accounts, the financially-motivated
market sector of the art world should be
driving change in VR, and yet they have so
far been content to drift along in the wake of
museums.

I
Think about it this way: some rough
averaging suggests that the Met hosts
almost million visitors per year and grosses
$55 million on admission, Even optimistically,
that's only $7 per guest. By contrast, a major
auction house like Sotheby's frequently turns
over $200 million in sales during a single
contemporary art evening auction. With
fewer than 1000 engaged parties present at
any given sale, even counting phone banks
and pre-arranged bids, we can guess that
the astronomical returns realized on the
incremental new participant far exceed the
costs of setting up fancy cameras.
If VR is a worthwhile investment for
museums, then it will be an inevitable
innovation for auction houses as well.
Acknowledging the vastly divergent business
models in play, and granting that VR actively
promotes new in-person audiences, the next
question we ought to ask isn't "how will
coronavirus change auction house
technology?"

as

Instead, it's "why don't Christie's and
Sotheby's publish a virtual walkthrough of
every single sale?" Admittedly, much of the
difficulty in applying VR solutions to auction
exhibitions stems from logistical and timing
concerns: for auction locations with tighter
turnaround schedules and busy showrooms,
the setup time for VR technology can pose
an imped iment. Even so, there are
workarounds available to sales staff,
including partial implementation of mini,
curated exhibitions for featured lots.
Ultimately, it's an economic marvel that VR
hasn't propagated further through the ranks
of art sellers, industry titans and scrappy
online upstarts alike. Expect to see imminent
and lasting change in the landscape of
commercial art visualization, not because of
some virus, but just because it makes sense.
In the meantime, we strongly recommend
you prepare for this new state of affairs by
sampling some of the amazing art
institutions already transmogrified in
digital-3D: Virtual Tours.10

Virtual View, The Met 360 ° Project 11
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As a final visualization of the progress
auction houses have already made towards

results for lmpressonaist, Modern, and
Contemporary Art sales from Phillip's,

following charts which display auction

360 ° virtual reality walkthrough.

full implementation of VR, and as a basic
indication of their trajectory, consider the
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All three houses currently use VR technology
from a company called Matterport, so the
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data, we do already see indications that both
the overall quantity and overall performance

figures below represent the log-scale total
aggregate hammer price and the total

of VR-enhanced sales are slowly but steadily
increasing in relation to their non-VR

years, organized by occurrences of these
particular Matterport VR experiences.12 While

technology-enhanced auctions. These data
points give us some indication that auction

sparse and recent nature of VR auction

are moving in the right direction.

performance (total hammer price/ total low
estimate) of each auction from the past two

it's not yet possible to consider every
variable in this study, largely due to the

counterparts, resulting in a slightly better
overall performance profile for the

houses have at least considered the
long-term implications of VR technology and

